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Abstract

Green Supply Chain Management (GSCM) is one of the recent innovations for the enhancement of capabilities of Supply Chain Management. In this research, we aim to study the various activities of the Supply Chain processes of the various Indian Manufacturing Industries i.e. both SME’s {Small Manufacturing Enterprises} & Large Scale Industries & finds how much eco-friendly they are (i.e. how much % of the green factor are involved in their supply chain activities from the procurement of the raw material to the transportation of the final product) for the purpose of metering the performance of the manufacturing sectors has been studied. The major six activities of the supply chain; namely Green Sourcing & Procurement, Green Manufacturing, Green Warehousing, Green Distribution, Green Packaging, Green Transportation are being covered throughout the research.

From these above process activities we measured the performance of the various Indian manufacturing industries with the help of various crucial performance indicators & their sub-indicator’s.

The research outcome based on the survey will identify the important result that’s causes impact on the environment caused by the manufacturing sectors based upon the appropriate methodology we applied for research purpose.

We can also analyze by comparing various sectors with each other & finds out the leading and lagging sectors based upon the existing way of processes. In the end also discussed wide future scope for the further research.

In this paper we discussed the various environment factors affecting in the manufacturing sectors. we designed a GSCM Index having 17 Indicators & 33 Sub-Indicators & with the help of survey questioner which has to be filled by the various multiple manufacturing sectors from that effort we can finds out the performance the various manufacturing sectors towards Green future.

Keywords: Green Supply Chain management (GSCM) : Green Sourcing & Procurement , Green Manufacturing , Green Warehousing , Green Distribution, Green Packaging ,Green Transportation.

I. Introduction

An environmentally conscious supply chain, also called a green supply chain, is a new concept appearing in recent literatures. Although this environmental issue has been realized very important for business, its introduction to supply chain management has only been developed recently. The literature about environmentally conscious supply chain is very limited.

"Sustainable Development" was the key concept of the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio, as governments and international organizations committed themselves to take action to protect the environment as in integral part of long-term economic development.

Environmentally-responsible consumption and production is seen as an essential part of the strategy to improve environmental quality, reduce poverty and bring about economic growth, with resultant improvements in health, working conditions, and sustainability, and is today’s highlighted Agenda. In particular, organizations were called upon to exercise leadership in the promotion of environmentally sound goods and services.

Qinghua Zhu in 2006 studied Green supply chain management: pressures, practices and performance within the Chinese automobile industry in which they observed that Increasing pressures from a variety of directions have caused the Chinese automobile supply chain managers to consider and initiate implementation of green supply chain management (GSCM) practices to improve both their economic and environmental performance. Expanding on some earlier work investigating general GSCM practices in China, authors explores the GSCM pressures/drivers
(motivators), initiatives and performance of the automotive supply chain using an empirical analysis of 89 automotive enterprises within China [5].

Chung-Hsiao in 2008 studied the Green supply chain management in the electronic industry in which they mentioned that there are various approaches for implementing green supply chain management practices has been proposed and recognized in previous literatures according to the author, but there is yet no investigation that identified the reliability and validity of such approaches particularly in electronic industry. Author used the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process method to prioritize the relative importance of four dimensions and twenty approaches among nine enterprises in electronic industry. The findings indicate that these enterprises would emphasize on supplier management performance in the crucial role of implementing green supply chain management [19].

Fengfei Zhou in 2009 Study on the Implementation of Green Supply Chain Management in Textile Enterprises in which according to the author The green supply chain management is a sort of modern management mode which could comprehensively consider the environmental influence and resource utilization efficiency in the whole supply chain and how to implement the green supply chain management in special industrial operation at present has become into one of hotspot problems [8].

In another study Ninlawan & Tossapol in 2010 works on the Implementation of Green Supply Chain Management Practices in Electronics Industry in which they aims to survey current green activities in computer parts’ manufacturers in Thailand to evaluate green supply chain management and they survey current green activities in computer parts’ manufacturers in Thailand, 11 manufacturers are case studies who provide in-depth interview about green procurement, green manufacturing, green distribution, and/or reverse logistics. To evaluate green supply chain management, the questionnaire related to investigate GSCM practices, measure GSCM performance, and explore GSCM pressure/driver within Thai electronics industry is used to obtain survey results. Then suggestions to develop GSCM in electronics industry are presented in the end [20].

Robert & Benjamin in 2010 Introducing Green Transportation Costs in Supply Chain Modeling in which they thinks that Escalating environmental concerns with prevalent transportation modes has lead to an increased interest in the adoption of “green”, sustainable practices in the area of supply chain management. As a part of an overall green supply chain strategy, the amount of carbon emissions resulting from the transportation element of a supply chain is a growing concern for supply chain managers and corporate executives alike. In which authors tries to review methods for quantifying carbon emissions and estimating the cost of going green in a select set of supply chain optimization models [21].

It is not surprising that GSCM finds its definition in the supply chain management. Adding the green component to supply chain management involves addressing the influence and relationships of supply chain management to the natural environment.

\[
\text{GSCM} = \text{Green purchasing} + \text{Green manufacturing/materials management} + \text{Green Distribution} + \text{marketing} + \text{Reverse logistics.}
\]

The green sourcing wave has begun to roll with an increasing number of companies beginning to catch on and ride the wave in an effort to proactively manage a new era of customer needs, environmental regulations and competitive realities that will ultimately impact the business. Companies that want to get ahead of the curve and stay there need to begin thinking green now and develop an approach to sourcing and supply chain management that factors this new reality into their plans. One of the ways to know where your organization stands by carbon footprint study or an assessment of your organization's “green” status. “How to improve end – of – life of product management & how your organization is going to get there plan”?

II. SCM and Industrial Cluster's

There are various types of industrial clusters in Asia. Cluster policy is mainly undertaken, not by central governments as national policy, but by local governments as regional policy, partly because economies all over the world are decentralizing. One important question is whether cluster policy can be effective in forming a cluster. Also needs to understand clearly the relationship between clusters and supply chain management especially for those managers who are considering relocation of physical facilities or are exploring ways to build competitive advantage in their firm’s present location.

Clusters theories, in effect, builds on the advantages of inter firm cooperation propounded by supply chain theorists. Supply chain management (SCM) integrates processes and builds long-term relationships among firms involved in the flow of products and services from the source to end-users. All firms in the supply chain can benefit through achieving lower costs, improved customer value and satisfaction, and greater competitive advantage [1].
Supply chain is defined as integrated net structure where the core enterprises control the flows of information, materials, and capital from the supplier, manufacturer, distributor, and retailer. Supply chain management is the integration of key business processes from end-user through original suppliers that provides products, services, and information that add value for customers and other stakeholders [2].

However, supply chain enterprises are not necessarily in the same geographical area, if there are no local suppliers to supply raw materials to local automobile manufacturers, and local auto manufacturers have to purchase raw materials from suppliers of the outer area. In that way, undoubtedly, this long-distance transport increased the costs of entire supply chain. If manufacturers can find suppliers for raw materials in local with the same quality and price, they can save a lot of money. In other words, it not only can save cost and increase the residual value for supply chain, but also insure enterprises in supply chain gain the profit and competitive advantage by enterprises clustering. So it is necessary to make a study on the clusters.

Industrial clusters provide a model for enterprises to realize short distance business combination, which is benefit to long distance business alliance. Because industrial clusters will shorten the geographical distance among enterprises, reduce the difficult and cost as they reasonable select the united objects, understand each other's situation and take part in business contact. So business combination in the same region is more conducive to realize internal scale economies than the long distance business alliance.

However, if there is no supply chain management in clusters to reasonably manage the whole enterprises in clusters, well then these enterprises will be likely to focus on their individual behaviour and neglect of the linkages between enterprises themselves, as well as linkages between function and value of supply chain, more severely, enterprises within clusters may also generate vicious competition. As a result, they fail to reduce transaction costs, decrease the efficiency of themselves and block clusters enterprises’ innovation, thus weak the competitiveness of the clusters.

In the world, there are some representative automobile industrial clusters, such as America, Japan. Detroit auto industrial clusters in America are the first and largest clusters in the world, and it is also the seat of General, Ford and Chrysler Headquarters. Automobile manufacture is the core of departments and related steels, plastic, glass, tire and engine, etc. components production are relatively developed with high degree of specialization and intensiveness [3]. Auto industrial clusters brought about the development of other industries, such as metal and non-metal materials industry, electronic and IT industry, textile industry, petroleum chemical industry, equipment manufacturing industry, finance and insurance industry and sales and service industry, and so on.

### III. Traditional and Green Supply Chains

In a traditional supply chain, the flow of materials and information is linear and from one end to the other. There is a limited collaboration and visibility. Each supply chain partner has limited information regarding, for example, the carbon footprint and greenhouse gas emission of the other partners. Hence, each player may be concerned about his own footprint and may try to reduce this, irrespective of the impact on upstream and downstream supply chain. There may be some focus on end-to-end supply chain costs but due to limitations of information sharing, the costs are far from optimized in most cases.

![Traditional supply chain](image)

**Figure 1-1 Traditional supply chain**

An example follows in Figure 1-1 self constructed. In contrast, Green Supply Chains consider the environmental effects of all processes of supply chain from the extraction of raw materials to the final disposal of goods. Within the Green Supply Chain (see Figure 1-2 self constructed too), each player motivates other players to go Green and provides the necessary information, support, and guidance, for example, through supplier’s development programmes or customer support. Environment objectives and performance measurement are then integrated with financial and operational objectives.

With this integration, the Green Supply Chains then will strive to achieve what any individual organization on its own could not possibly achieve: minimized waste, minimized environmental impact while assuring maximized consumer satisfaction, and healthy profits.

As consumers have become more aware of environmental issues, such as global warming, they have now started...
asking questions about the products they are purchasing. Nowadays, organizations routinely face queries about how Green their manufacturing processes and supply chain are, how wide the carbon footprint is, how wasteful their packaging is, and how they will recycle.

Some organizations have been able to convert the public’s interest in Green issues into increased profits. A number of projects within organizations have shown that there is a clear link between improved environmental performance and financial gains. Organizations that have looked to their supply chain have discovered areas where operational and environmental improvements can produce profits.

For example, General Motors was reported to reduce disposal costs by $12 million by establishing a reusable container programme with their suppliers. While the motivation for this project may have been a desire to reduce costs, GM found that the environmental cleanup that resulted was actually a very marketable message for the public and policy makers.

IV. Research background

It is generally accepted that environmental consciousness is now changing to being more proactive, as organizations are discovering that it makes good commercial sense. Boards are asking managers to review their policies related to environmental norms, not only to bolster their corporate social responsibility aims, but also because consumers are increasingly asking for it. It is also widely agreed that consumers will increasingly prefer to buy more, and even pay more, for products or services provided in environmentally sound manner. There are five fundamental questions that every environmentally pro-active leaders and managers needs to ask about their Supply Chains that

“How Green is their Supply Chain?”

A recent analysis has however revealed the following key additional points. Companies are still primarily focused only on having environmentally conscious internal production. For example, any company can become totally carbon neutral by outsourcing all its production, however, shifting the carbon producing activity up or down the supply chains does nothing more than hide the dirt under someone else’s carpet. A holistic approach to carbon management is required, and this is provided by adoption of a Green Supply Chain methodology.
this (which is all too common), the potential benefits cannot be fully understood or be agreed by the key stakeholders, resulting in understaffed projects, and poor implementation.

Their analysis has also found that without any new technologies being utilized, just a move to a Green Supply Chain can reduce costs by 5-20%. The adoption of new technologies, however, can take cost reductions to a whole new level. In addition, by raising their Green credentials amongst customers, employees, government authorities and other stakeholders, organizations also move rapidly towards ensuring a sustainable and successful future.

2. What are the costs, both direct, and indirect?

This is the flip side of the question above. For the same reasons, while companies have vague ideas of the costs, these are rarely fully explored and analyzed. In their experience, these are also frequently exaggerated because of uncertainty surrounding many of the costs. While all future costs have a certain amount of uncertainty, and there is general tendency to allow a buffer; our analysis finds that costs of going green are generally more uncertain, but the buffers allowed are made to be disproportionately higher.

The indirect costs are generally the source of most complications. It is really hard to estimate costs of process changes, disassembly lines planning and set up, waste collection and recycling modelling, additional research and development, inventory reduction and green supply chain modelling etc. Once each one of these systems are fully functional, the costs will follow a predictable experience or learning curve pattern, but it is indeed, difficult to predict the transitional costs, and this makes the analysis complicated and perhaps insurmountable for many project teams.

Their research indicates that direct and indirect costs associated with Green Supply Chains are substantial but however they can be fully funded and more than offset by the benefits they generate.

3. What influence do we have over our suppliers, their suppliers and our customers (especially the party with the most power in the supply chain) that would allow us to jointly work together and move the supply chain towards a green supply chain?

This question is easier to answer as many pragmatic managers have a good idea of the relative power balance in their customer supplier relationships. While occasionally the influence is wrongly estimated, in general, they find that just asking this question helps to focus action in the right direction.

Some organizations now do think in terms of the end-to-end supply chains. However, there are still many more organizations that need to do this. Thinking holistically outside the boundaries of the organization, when applied to Green Supply Chain methodology, can yield some outstanding results. Under this primary question, a few additional secondary questions will help sharpen the focus even further to create the clarity, impetus and momentum towards positive plan and action.

Clearly, the organization which has the most influence over an end-to-end supply chain is best positioned to create the clarity and impetus towards the Green Supply Chains. For example in the retail sector, companies such as Tesco (UK) or Wal-Mart (USA) are best positioned to exercise this type of influence. However with the automobile sector, retailers have far less influence and the influence comes more from the manufacturers.

It is perhaps also clear why this crucial third question can only be answered after we answer the first two questions. Once the benefits, costs and influences are clearly expressed, defined and analyzed, then it much easier to have an informed discussion with the party that „controls“ the supply chain.

4. How will we communicate and measure our progress towards the green supply chain to the key stakeholders? How will we engage them?

A new road needs new milestones. Traditional supply chain or financial measurements will not suffice in this case. We know of several organizations who started to make some progress towards vague environmental goals and defined this in terms of carbon impact reduction but without any clear definition of 4 or 5 key measurements that relate to supply chains at all levels.

A typical Green Supply Chain project has far more stakeholders than any other transformational projects inside an organization. Besides internal staff, key suppliers, customers, and even the public; media, regulators and government are also stakeholders in a green supply chain transformation. Therefore, a well thought out stakeholder engagement strategy, diligently executed, that includes clear and regular communication; is essential to success.

5. What barriers to Green Supply Chains can be expected and how can these be overcome?
There several categories of barriers to Green Supply Chains and these include legislation conflicts, inadequate or misaligned stakeholder incentives, lack of environmental norms and tools, lack of resources, and the high costs of implementation and technology. Like in any other change initiative, barriers can be overcome through a properly structured, comprehensive and phased migration strategy. A “Big-Bang” approach is not to be recommended. Rather, each major project stream is dealt with by a series of phases that cover detailed analysis, design and implementation, and organization change management. Time and care should be taken on the first phase to ensure its success and the ability to leverage subsequent phases.

In summary, those organizations that wish to start on Green Supply Chain projects must ask some fundamental questions. The answers will then help to illuminate their way towards innovation, profitability and sustainability.

V. Sustainable Manufacturing and Green Manufacturing

Brundtland states that “Sustainable Development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” It is not obvious how to apply this directly to manufacturing but we could consider several categories of “sustainability.” These categories depend on whether or not the resource consumed, or impact, is renewable or the impact can be accommodated by the environment. Materials and other resources extracted from the earth, like coal and oil, are not usually considered to be “renewable”. So electricity generated from these resources is not renewable. Solar and wind based energy would be considered renewable. Impacts can be sustainable if the environment can “absorb” the impact as part of the natural processes. Hence, there is a limit to the amount of CO2 (and other green house gases (GHG)) or other contaminants put into the atmosphere based on the atmosphere’s ability to accommodate this input. Exceeding this level is not a sustainable situation. Some resources may appear to be sustainably used but are scarce. For example, water is “renewable” in a specific area if not used beyond the ability of the aquifier or water sources to replenish that taken from the system. So, recycling water used in an industrial process may be a sustainable solution. Of course, one needs to consider the energy and material used in treating the water as part of any recovery system [6].

The manufacturing industry has been proactive in improving processes and systems to reduce energy and material use and the process impacts. This started with the natural attempts to reduce the cost of ownership in any way possible for processes that use exceptionally expensive materials (solid, liquid and gas) in production either as process chemicals or for cleaning and control. In addition, many of these materials are harmful and environmental health and safety programs have been aggressively developed.

There are a number of approaches to achieving sustainable manufacturing, or at a minimum, green manufacturing (Allwood) [24] lists five basic options as:

- Use less material and energy
- Substitute input materials: non-toxic for toxic, renewable for non-renewable
- Reduce unwanted outputs: cleaner production, industrial symbiosis
- Convert outputs to inputs: recycling and all its variants, and
- Changed structures of ownership and production: product service systems and supply chain structure

The benefits of going to Green manufacturing

Going green has become the newest item in the mission statement of several manufacturing companies. The controversy surrounding global warming and manufacturing companies tends to often dominate conversations between environmentalists and manufacturing companies. In order to reduce waste, several manufacturing companies have begun going green. This leaves the question, "What are the benefits of going green in your manufacturing company?"

Manufacturing equipment is made to be fast, reliable, and energy efficient. One example of going green is the energy-efficient light bulb. These bulbs use almost half the energy as a standard light bulb and yet they still produce a good amount of light. Manufacturing companies are using this example and re-designing their machines. Going green can benefit your manufacturing company in many ways. Not only will it benefit the environment, but it will impact your consumer, the shareholders, and the company perception in the market.

The first benefit to going green is the impact it will have on the environment. Insurance companies are actually giving better rates to manufacturing companies that are taking steps to go green. The government is even offering tax breaks for manufacturers that have gone green.
The second benefit to going green is the money it will save. Manufacturers can look for machinery that is earth friendly. Wind and solar energy can save your company thousands of dollars and it is a very simple way to go green. The reality is that if you can save money on energy, your product costs can go down and your customers will not need to pay as much. In addition you can always maintain the same costs and turn a great profit on your products, helping out your shareholders.

The third benefit to going green is the help it will provide to the community at large. Renewable energy sources are considered to be one of the fastest growing job markets. New manufacturing plants that are opening with renewable energy sources are offering many more jobs to their communities, giving them a larger respect in their market. Studies show that manufacturing companies that have gone green are expected to employ almost 70 percent of the new jobs in the future; the runner-up is jobs in information technology.

It is important to understand that even though going green has its benefits; it will be a large investment. There are also safety concerns that come with going green, especially if you are re-designing a facility that is currently in use. You may need to shut down parts of the facility while you install new equipment and transform your power source to renewable energy. Although the costs can be high initially, the benefits will far outweigh them. Both the manufacturing company and the environment will benefit greatly from going green.

It has been shown that employees that work for companies that have gone green highly value the company and they often have a higher performance level than other company's employees. Going green can also produces a better air quality for the employees and the community. Better air quality may be one of the biggest benefits of going green. With the public awareness surrounding going green, it is also important to go green to keep your manufacturing company competitive. Some customers have begun making purchasing decisions based on products that are manufactured at facilities that have gone green and they boycott the other companies that do not have green manufacturing plants. Comparison table is constructed by us based upon the very useful & meaningful factors are shown below. The current damage to the earth has many concerned about global warming and the air quality. Going green is not only important for your employees and your community, but can be better for the bottom line.

**Lean production:** - Lean production, which is often known simply as Lean, is a competitive practice that reduces costs, improves environment and quality, and improves the bottom line. Lean production is aimed at the elimination of waste in every area of production. Here any expenditure that does not create a value for the customer is a waste and must be eliminated. This could include activities from various processes such as customer relations, product design, and supplier networks to factory management. Its goal is to incorporate less human effort, less inventory, less time to develop products, and less space whilst being highly responsive to customer demand and, at the same time, producing top quality products in the most efficient, environmentally responsible, and economical manner possible.

Lean production is closely associated with Green Production as there is an overlap between the goals and drivers for both processes. A key component of Lean principles is just-in-time (JIT) inventory strategy. It focuses on reducing inventory and provides material, energy, and space savings.

**JIT Manufacturing:** Purpose of JIT is Reduction of cost and Quality improvement.

**ISO 9000 AND ISO 14000:** Purpose of ISO 9000 and 14000 is to recognize quality standards are followed by the companies and Changes the motivation.

**Zero Emission Strategy:** Purpose of zero emission strategy is to Environmentally damaging production products are eliminated.16% of companies are actively following zero emission.85% of companies are following reduced emission strategies.

**Six Sigma:** - Six Sigma is another management methodology which became very popular. It supports Green Production by primarily eliminating defects from manufacturing processes and, hence, cutting waste. Through exercising greater care and management control minor investment defects are caught as early as possible through the process. As a result, significant savings can be made by reducing the number of defects, rework, and spending time on defective pieces.
It was originally developed to eliminate defects from manufacturing processes it has also been adapted for a variety of other business processes. Six Sigma projects involve the utilization of statistics based on quality management tools, to train a group of people within the organization who become experts in these methods. Six Sigma projects have quantifiable financial targets to make more money and, at the same time, satisfy customers and improve efficiency. They focus on customer requirements, error elimination, cycle time reductions, and cost reductions. Elimination of defects or errors from products or services being delivered has, therefore, a direct impact on the bottom line of the business. Six Sigma projects aim to cut out the waste of fixing the errors or defects by rework or disposal which wastes a significant amount of an organizations resource.

VI. The environmental effect on the supply chain

The supply chain structure was changed due to the introduction of environmental concerns.

Traditionally, a supply chain may be consists only of its suppliers, manufacturers, retailers, customers. With more and more concern about the environment, recycling, reuse, and remanufacturing were involved in the supply chain. The forward flow of the material through the supply chain now is obviously not enough because a back channel exists depicts the new structure of the supply chain. How to effectively integrate the new players into the traditional supply chain and how to manage the back flow of the used products in the supply chain became the supply chains new problems

Supply chain strategy is to figure out what is the best way to improve the supply chain’s performance and how to satisfy the customer. It is critical for a firm’s success. As we examine the supply chain, we can see there are a lot of activities in the supply chain can affect the environment, so the supply chain managers need to reconsider the strategies used in every stage of the supply chain to eliminate or reduce the environmental impact the firm could possibly do to the environment.

VII. Evaluate the Environmentally Conscious Supply Chain

An important component in supply chain design and analysis is the establishment of appropriate performance measures. A performance measure, or a set of performance measure, is used to evaluate the efficiency or effectiveness of an existing system, or to compare competing alternative systems. Those performance measures also can be used when design proposed systems, by determining the values of the decision variables that yield the most desirable levels of performance.

(A) Traditional supply chain performance measures

The following are some evaluation performance measure found important in the traditional supply chain evaluation. The measures can be categorized as qualitative or quantitative.

(A-I) Qualitative performance measures

Qualitative measures are those measures for which there is no single direct numerical measurement, although some aspects of them may be quantified.

- Customer satisfaction: the degree to which customers are satisfied with the product and/or service received, and may apply to internal customers or external customers. It may be comprised of three elements [37]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1-1 Comparisons of Objectives of various lean manufacturing processes with green manufacturing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliminates defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality improvement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>customers satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced resource consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing emissions manufacturing processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycling programs for raw materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycling programs for reusable components parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remanufacturing programs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I. **Pre-transaction satisfaction**: satisfaction associated with service elements occurring prior to product purchase.

II. **Transaction satisfaction**: satisfaction associated with service elements directly involved in the physical distribution of products.

III. **Post-transaction satisfaction**: satisfaction associated with support provided for products while in use.

- **Flexibility**: the degree to which the supply chain can respond to random fluctuation in the demand pattern.
- **Supplier performance**: the consistency the supplier delivers to the customer on time and in good condition.
- **Information and material flow integration**: the extent to which all functions within the supply chain communicates information and transport materials.[39]
- **Effective risk management**: all of the relationships within the supply chain contain inherent risk. Effective risk management describes the degree to which the effect of these risks is minimized.[40]

(A-II) Quantitative performance measures

A quantitative performance measure means those measures that can be mathematically expressed. It can be categorized by different objectives: (1) objectives that are based on cost or profit and (2) objectives that are based on some measure of customer responsiveness.

**Measures based on cost**

- **Cost minimization**: the most widely used objective. Cost is typically minimized for an entire Supply chain (total cost), or is minimized for particular business units or stage
- **Sales maximization**: Maximize the amount of sales dollars or unit sold.[41]
- **Profit maximization**: maximize revenues less costs.
- **Inventory investment Minimization**: Minimize the amount of inventory costs (Including products costs and holding costs).[38]
- **Return on investment maximization**: Maximize the ratio of net profit to Capital that was employed to produce that profit.[37]

**Measures based on customer responsiveness**

- **Fill rate maximization**: Maximize the fraction of customer orders filled on time.
- **Product lateness minimization**: Minimize the amount of time between the promised product delivery date and the actual product delivery date.
- **Customer response time minimization**: Minimize the amount of time required form the time an order is placed until the time the order is received by the customer. Usually refers to external customers only.
- **Lead time minimization**: Minimize the amount of time required from the time a product has begun its manufacture until the time it is completely processed.
- **Function duplication minimization**: Minimize the number of business functions that are provided by more than one business entity.[39]

VIII. Evaluate the environmental impact

With the emergence of environmental problems, people have been keeping trying to find appropriate measurements for environment. However, up to date, environmental performance measurement is still a difficult task. It cannot be solved using simple mathematical model or calculation because sometimes environmental impact is not estimable. For example, in a manufacturing process of a product, $\text{CO}_2$ will be released. As we know, the emission of $\text{CO}_2$ is a main cause for global warming (a serious environmental problem). This global warming in a long run maybe will cause extreme weather conditions, loss of ecosystems etc. However, the value of the damage from the $\text{CO}_2$ emission is hard to estimate. Even if you know how much $\text{CO}_2$ will be released, the relation between the harm and the $\text{CO}_2$ emission is difficult to depict. Such a simple example is enough to illustrate the difficulty that environmental scientists are facing. However, scientists are keeping trying to find an effective way to evaluate the damage to the environment.

In general, the impact to environment always came from the following:

- Waste (all forms, for example solid waste, all kinds of emissions, wastewater etc.),
- Resource consumption,
- Energy consumption.

So, the direct way to evaluate environmental impact should be to measure these wastes and emissions for different process which is defined by different purpose.
Such kind of measurement can only be used to evaluate some aspects of the product's or processes environmental performance. The total environmental impact still cannot be indicated using these measurements. So the value of these measurements is very limited and sometimes is not appropriate. There is a tremendous need to identify the challenges and opportunities they face in their performance from a system perspective.

The following are some quantitative measurements, which can be used in environmental performance evaluation.

(B-I) Logistics Performance Index (LPI)

The Logistics Performance Index is a benchmarking tool developed by the World Bank that measures performance along the logistics supply chain within a country. Allowing for comparisons across 155 countries, the index can help countries identify challenges and opportunities and improve their logistics performance. The LPI survey was designed and implemented by the World Bank International Trade and Transport Departments. The World Bank conducts the survey every two years.

The capacity of countries to efficiently move goods and connect manufacturers and consumers with international markets is improving around the world, but much more is needed to spur faster economic growth and help firms benefit from trade recovery, according to a new World Bank Group survey on trade logistics. “Global Trade Logistics Improving, but more Needed to Boost Recovery”[34]

(B-II) Environmental Performance Index (EPI)

It measures the effectiveness of national environmental protection efforts in 163 countries. Reflecting our belief that on-the-ground results are the best way to track policy effectiveness, EPI indicators focus on measurable outcomes such as emissions or deforestation rates rather than policy inputs, such as program budget expenditures. Each indicator can be linked to well-established policy targets. The 2010 EPI relies on 25 indicators that capture the best worldwide environmental data available on a country scale.

Iceland leads the world in addressing pollution control and natural resource management challenges, according to the 2010 Environmental Performance Index (EPI) produced by a team of environmental experts. This is the third edition of the EPI, which has been revisited biannually since 2006. The EPI ranks 163 countries on their performance across 25 metrics aggregated into ten categories including: environmental health, air quality, water resource management, biodiversity and habitat, forestry, fisheries, agriculture, and climate change.

Iceland’s top-notch performance derives from its high scores on environmental public health, controlling greenhouse gas emissions, and reforestation. Other top performers include Switzerland, Costa Rica, Sweden, and Norway – all of which have made substantial investments in environmental infrastructure, pollution control, and policies designed to move toward long-term sustainability. Occupying the bottom five positions are Togo, Angola, Mauritania, the Central African Republic, and Sierra Leone – impoverished countries that lack basic environmental amenities and policy capacity.[35]

The United States places 61st in the 2010 EPI, with strong results on some issues, such as provision of safe drinking water and forest sustainability, and weak performance on other issues including greenhouse gas emissions and several aspects of local air pollution. This ranking puts the United States significantly behind other industrialized nations like the United Kingdom (14th), Germany (17th), and Japan (20th). Over 20 members of the European Union outrank the United States. The United States’ ranking does not reflect the recent policy activities of the Obama Administration, as the 2010 EPI builds on data from before 2009.

Of the newly industrialized nations, China and India rank 121st and 123rd respectively – reflecting the strain rapid economic growth imposes on the environment. However, Brazil and Russia rank 62nd and 69th, suggesting that the level of development is just one of many factors affecting placement in the rankings.

Analysis of the policy drivers underlying the 2010 rankings suggests that income is a major determinant of environmental success. At every level of development, however, some countries achieve results that exceed what would be anticipated, demonstrating that policy choices also affect performance. For example, Chile, where...
substantial investments in environmental protection have been made, ranks 16th, while its neighbor, Argentina, which has done much less to improve its pollution control and natural resource management, lags in 70th place. Regulatory rigor, the rule of law and good governance, and the absence of corruption also show strong correlations with high EPI scores. [35]

“The 2010 EPI shows the potential for a much more analytically rigorous approach to environmental decision making, but substantial investments in indicators that are systematically tracked and transparently displayed will be needed.”

The 2010 EPI represents a “work in progress.” It aims not only to inform but also to stimulate debate on defining the appropriate metrics and methodologies for evaluating environmental performance.

(B-III) Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI) 2009 for Indian States

Environment Sustainability Index (ESI) gives you an in-depth state-wise ranking of India through the various performance indicators based on which this ranking has been arrived at. More-over ranking, also able to do a comparative study by selecting the states of your choice. ESI is a comparative analysis of environmental achievements, challenges and priorities among Indian states. It is designed to sensitize, inform and empower citizens and policy makers. It aggregates quantitative data on states’ initial endowment and resource use trajectory, magnitude of pollution and its impact on human health & ecosystem vitality, policy & societal response to maintain and improve present environmental conditions into a composite index that provides the overall picture of state-level sustainability. [36]

ESI is developed based on the Driving Force-Pressure-State-Impact-Response framework. Thus the chain of causal links starting with ‘driving forces’ (Anthropogenic activities) through ‘pressures’ (pollution& waste) to ‘states’ (air quality, water quality) and ‘impacts’ on human health, eventually leading to political ‘responses’ (conservation, emission reduction) is reflected in the results.

(B-IV) Green performance index (GPI) 2011

Green performance Index (GPI) 2011 is a direct measure of the negative environmental impact based on Performance assessment developed by us. It expresses the total environmental load of a product or process. For sectors without their own environmental monitoring systems, the Green performance Index (GPI) 2011 can be useful for working out where there is a need for action in environmental policy making. Each indicator can be linked to well-established policy targets. The 2011 GPI relies on 33 indicators that capture the best possible data

Green performance Index (GPI) 2011 gives you an in-depth sector-wise ranking of Indian manufacturing industries through the various performance indicators based on which this ranking has been arrived at. More-over ranking, also able to do a comparative study by selecting the sectors of your choice. GPI is a comparative analysis of environmental achievements, challenges and priorities among Indian manufacturing sectors.

So based on the cost and profit we drive a factors responsible for green supply chain profitability. Using these factors we developed a Green performance index (GPI) 2011. This index is useful to evaluate the performance of the organisation based upon these factors. Also to know status of the organisation that how sustained their organisation towards green future. From that we can easily figure out the lagging factors of the organisations.

We can also able to compare the performance of the various manufacturing sectors with each other and also we can compare the performance of the various manufacturing sectors with the retail sector, education sectors and other forms of sectors. From that we can able to analyze the leading sectors and of course lagging sectors towards green future and so that finally we can ranked them accordingly.

As is the case with all ground breaking endeavors, the first mover advantage is enormous, as are the challenges. The given below index that prepared by us effort indicates the mapping of GSCM objectives and describes various level of performance measurement.
With India’s rapid growth, it’s no secret concerns such as CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) and green best practices were put on the back burner. As a result, there is a perception that companies need more information about environmental sustainability. According to the individuals surveyed, the most important issue facing manufacturing sectors in India is the lack of awareness about environmental issues [51%] followed by waste disposal [40%]. Others issues such as conserving natural resources and green buying preferences were also some concern. The challenge of complying with government regulations came out as the least important issue, although it was still cited by one in five respondents as important.

Open ended responses raised additional pertinent issues. One being the need to ensure that the standards and protocols of retail customers in the Indian market are clearly communicated in India with partner factories and their management. Other concerns included overproduction of goods, green packaging, green energy and complying with chemical & hazardous materials regulations.

The bright side to a lack of awareness about environmental issues is that it can easily be addressed through education. The general signs are optimistic that Indian manufacturing sector moving in this direction.

51% of manufacturing industries feels that lack of awareness of environmental issues is the biggest issue facing manufacturing sectors in India.

2. Timeline for Implementing Green Initiatives

Another positive indicator about Green supply chain management (SCM) in India is that close to in six [14%] of the industries surveyed said they would be implementing green SCM initiatives in the next six months. Another third [31%] plan to implement green initiatives within the next six months to two years. Of some concern is the fact that more than one in five [24%]
of industries have no initiatives planned and another one in five [24%] are not sure about their company’s plans.

36 % of manufacturing industries have plans to implement Green SCM initiatives within 2 years.

3. Green sourcing & procurement focused initiatives
Using electronic processes to create efficiencies in sourcing and procurement was top initiative cited to half [40%] of the survey respondents. Other initiatives such as employing green friendly design and product lifecycle management and working with suppliers on sustainability and green SCM guidelines were almost equally planned and implemented initiatives in manufacturing sectors of India. Training and development of internal staff and suppliers and clients were also cited as important initiatives.
Reducing paper in contract and auditing suppliers were the least commonly implemented initiatives (both cited by less than a 3rd of respondents). The indicators here are positive and suggest that as technology improves and supply chains become more efficient, green practices will become more prevalent.

40% of companies Use electronic processes to create efficiencies in sourcing & procurement

4. Green productions & manufacturing focused initiatives
Given that recycling is a concept that has had time and support to be successfully adopted by consumers and the broader society, even in Indian manufacturing sector, it’s not surprising that utilization of fuel efficient tools & machine initiatives are a priority for companies. Recycling programs for raw materials and for reusable component parts were the most common green production and manufacturing focused initiatives.
Applying carbon off-setting was a distant priority. Carbon offsetting is a relatively new and abstract concept which will take time to adopt. Other green production and manufacturing initiatives that Indian manufacturing companies are implementing include the introduction of “returnable and reusable” packaging, reducing the usage of solvent based chemicals and choosing compliant factory and supplier partners.

5. Green warehousing & distribution focused initiatives
Most companies seem to be quite advanced in the implementation of green warehousing and distribution initiatives, most likely because these initiatives often also mean added efficiency. Companies appear to be most ahead in green practices in their inventory reduction and product handling [53%] have already implemented initiatives; and their ability to consolidate orders [44%] have already implemented these initiatives; and usage of reusable containers and storage equipment, where [57%] have already implemented these initiatives.

When it comes to reducing energy consumption through the use of solar panels or green roofing options, surprisingly [14 %] of companies have already adopted such initiatives. Similarly around [22%] of companies report that they have already optimized the location of their distribution hubs. While these types of initiatives show direct cost and efficiency benefits, the up-front cost associated with them may be why more companies have not adopted them.

6. Green transportation focused initiatives
Manufacturing Companies in India are also fairly well advanced in the types of green transportation focused initiatives they have adopted. Similar to their production and warehousing initiatives, there is a crossover between implementation of green and levels of efficiency. Almost half of companies surveyed are already periodically services of the vehicles at service stations along reducing empty miles, truck idle time and increasing cube utilization to create efficiency.

Adoption of more sophisticated green transportation measures which have less direct relation to efficiency and cost savings are not in wide practice. These more advanced green transportation measure such as using more aerodynamic trucks [9%] and more alternative fuel powered trucks are all adopted by [11%] or less of companies.

Working together towards Green SCM

7. Collaboration with suppliers and/or customers on Green
Supply chain is by nature a collaborative field, so it makes sense that creating green supply chains requires buy-in from all links in the chain. Working with suppliers was identified throughout the survey as a key issue to improving the awareness and practice of Green SCM in Indian manufacturing sector. Specifically almost a third of the respondents reported having “active discussions” regarding collaborating on reducing environmental impact [32%].

A third of the individuals surveyed are either sharing sustainability policies or enforcing supplier specific mandates for change. What should be of some concern is that almost a third [31%] of respondents is not currently collaborating with their extended supply chain. It seems without collaboration throughout the chain, the real impact of Green SCM will be negligible.

32% of companies are having Active discussions regarding collaborating to reduce impact on environment
8. Use of electronic tools to support company – wide Green SCM initiatives

E-tools to support green initiatives in companies are mostly used in logistics and materials management processes [36%], information integration [35%] and forecasting [24%] and are least likely to be used in customs management [10%]. What is telling here is that almost half of the companies surveyed are not using e-tools extensively across their company’s supply chain. This might present an opportunity for greater use and adoption of e-tools to support green SCM practices.

64 % of companies are not using e-tools extensively to support their supply chain operations – presenting an opportunity

9. Criteria for selection a vendor to support your Green initiatives

One of the top criteria for choosing a vendor to support green initiatives is that they are committed to environmental protection [36%]. Experience in supply chain integration along with knowledge regarding global environmental initiatives [23%] is also rated as important criteria. Robust infrastructure and a global footprint were the lowest rated criteria for selecting vendors to support green initiatives. The implication here is that for vendor selection, know-how about technology is less essential than its commitment to environmental initiatives and experience in supply chain integration and automation.

The path to a Greener Supply Chain

10. Barriers to adopting Green SCM practices

The biggest perceived barrier to adopting Green SCM is that it is cost prohibitive

Costs are ultimately a big factor in companies’ strategies and practices in green supply chain management. The biggest perceived barrier [26% of respondents] to adopting Green SCM practices is that it is cost prohibitive, followed closely by it being too complicated to implement [25% of respondents]. Almost a third of the companies surveyed [17%] felt that there were no financial incentives to justify adopting Green SCM. Lack of executive support was not felt to be a significant barrier. Insufficient technology was only perceived by one in five respondents as a barrier. The message seems clear that if green SCM makes financial sense and is easy to implement, chances for adoption are much higher.

11. Incentives for implementing Green practices

Being perceived as a green company is obviously still very important to many companies. Brand building was listed as one of the top incentives [43% of companies] for implementing green practices, along with compliance with company goals on sustainability [40%] and increasing supply chain efficiency/reducing waste [42%]. Other incentives for implementing green practices include cost savings, efficiency and a perception that being green will bring a competitive advantage. On the positive side, very few companies felt that there is no motivation for applying green practices. Clearly, companies perceive significant value in implementing green practices.

X. Summary & Discussions

1. [40%] of Indian manufacturing sectors Use electronic processes to create efficiencies in sourcing and procurement
2. Cost and complexity are perceived as the biggest barriers to implementing Green SCM, which highlights the need for cost effective and easy to implement solutions.
3. Brand building is one of the top incentives for green SCM, highlighting the importance of public perception of how companies operate.
4. Recycling of raw materials and component parts are the top green manufacturing and production focused initiatives
5. Adoption of green practices is highest in those areas of the supply chain where there is a direct relation to cost savings and efficiency, for example in inventory reduction, recycling of raw materials.
6. Almost a third of respondents are not collaborating with their extended supply chain on green practices.
7. 64 % of companies are not using e-tools extensively to support their supply chain operations, suggesting an opportunity to explore greater usage of electronic tools to facilitate green practices among the other half.

Most of the Indian manufacturing small and medium enterprises like cutting & hand tools & auto parts & spare parts & industrial equipments and machinery manufacturer & various other products manufacturer are seem to be quite advanced in the implementation of green warehousing and distribution initiatives, most likely because these initiatives often also mean added efficiency. Those enterprisep appear to be most ahead in green practices in their inventory reduction and product handling [53%] have already implemented initiatives; and their ability to consolidate orders [44%] have already implemented these initiatives; and
usage of reusable containers and storage equipment, where [57%] have already implemented these initiatives. When it comes to reducing energy consumption through the use of solar panels or green roofing options, surprisingly [14%] of companies have already adopted such initiatives. Similarly around [22%] of companies report that they have already optimized the location of their distribution hubs. While these types of initiatives show direct cost and efficiency benefits, the up-front cost associated with them may be why more companies have not adopted them.

XI. Future Scope for Further Research As like above techniques and methods we can developed more quantitative techniques to measure the performance & we can also calculate the carbon emissions of any particular process, product or any organizations etc by simple mathematical calculations work. we can also take any particular case study of any bigger organization to do more work efficiently in cost effective and cost benefit way towards green supply chain future.
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